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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your neural network model is taking days to train. You want to
increase the training speed. What can you do?
A. Subsample your training dataset.
B. Increase the number of layers in your neural network.
C. Increase the number of input features to your model.
D. Subsample your test dataset.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Subsampling is the method to increase the training speed.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A web application uses a cookies to track a client as it
navigates through the pages that constitutes the application.
Which code snippet can be used by the web application to reduce
the chance of a cross-site scripting attack by setting some
property of the cookie before returning it to the client?
A. cookie.setMaxAge(3600)
B. cookie.setPath("/")
C. cookie.setHttpOnly(true)

D. cookie.setSecure(true)
Answer: C
Explanation:
When HTTPOnly flag is assigned to a cookie, the browser will
restrict the access to such Cookie from Java Script code hence
the cookie would only be sent to the subsequent
request to server but cannot be accessed using client side
script. In such a case even if website is
vulnerable to Cross Site Scripting (XSS) attacks, still the
browser would safeguard the data stored
into cookies flagged as HTTPOnly.
Incorrect:
Not D:If Secure flag is set for Cookie then it may only be
transmitted over secure channel
(SSL/HTTPS) ensuring that data is always encrypted while
transmitting from client to server.

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
You support desktop computers for a company named Fabrikam,
Inc. The computers are members of the Active Directory domain
named fabrikam.com. Fabrikam works with a supplier named
Contoso, Ltd.
Each company has a public key infrastructure (PKI), and no
public certificate authorities (CAs) are used.
Fabrikam employees regularly use a Contoso website that is
hosted on a server in the contoso.com domain.
The website requires SSL and mutual authentication.
You need to configure the computers to allow Fabrikam users to
access the Contoso website without any warning prompts. You
also need to use the fewest certificates possible.
Which certificate or certificates should you use?
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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